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Abstract

The formation of all sign systems is based on structures. Structures support the functioning of 
codes and organization of denotations, connotations, and groups of signs of visual art 
works. Due to codes, structure interrelations are manifested in characteristics, 
relations, differences-identities, and groups of elements, forming the structure of an art 
work. This role of structures was examined in the frames of theoretical ideas of antiquity 
and Renaissance. Its most complete application to the visual art is manifested in the ideas 
by Leonardo da Vinci. Developed structures organizing sign systems are illustrated by 
the analysis of Lady with an Ermine.

Keywords: semiotics; structures; connotations; sign systems; Leonardo da 
Vinci; Lady with an Ermine.

1. Introduction

According to methodological ideas, the structures relate different levels of 
reality (Russell 2000 [1948]), represent the ways of interrelation and principles 
of texture. They are manifested in various interrelations (Kröber 
1968:13-14; Klaus 1973; Greimas, Courtes 1979:314; Il’in 1972). They 
appear as conflicting or mutually overbuilding units and are 
transformed in informational processes (Tyukhtin 1977). Structural 
trans formations simulate object modifications. This is why they are 
helpful for the description of different areas and mechanisms of 
thinking. This role of structures is apparent in the description of 
identification (Rosenfeld 1969; Shekhter 1967), mechanisms of hypothetical 
simulation of situation (Piaget 1979), processes of guessing  the 
organization of different objects, processes of productive acts of thinking 
(Dilthey 1905 [1958]:15; Hjelmslev 1948; Nöth 1998: III 2.1; Voronin et al. 
1982), and mechanisms of spatial organization of architectural 
objects (Barbischev and Somov 1990). The structure of thinking is 
closely related to the structures of human languages, which was 
discussed separately 
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(Chomsky 1972; Piaget 1979) . Structures are observed as 
invariants of styles and other cultural processes (Levi-Strauss 1970; Eco 
1968) . Moreover, there is no doubt that structures are related to 
the characteristics of informational processes, such as choice, 
prediction, and statistical expec-Tation, and their display in aesthetic 
perception (Moles 1966) . Structures imple-mented in thinking, 
perception, communication, games, and other pro-cesses of the 
psychic world are hardly perceptible. In connection with this, the 
reality of structures has been called into question was several 
times. The explorers were accused of constructing the structures 
them-selves and then treating them as real objects (Petitot-Cocorda 
1985:23-26; Martinet 1962) . However, the structures created by 
these explorers do not abolish real structures. Many of these real 
structures are quite apparent (meters of architectural composition, 
rhythms of music, or pulsation). In semiotic systems, structures are found 
in codes (Eco 1968:20-27; 1973:171; 1976:9-14) , different sign 
formations, texts, and languages.

2. Structures, codes, and signs

In semiotic systems, structures are inseparable from mechanisms. I 
tried to substantiate this when determining the theoretical objects of 
semiotics (Somov 2001). Correspondingly, the structures can be 
examined as the interrelations among interpretants, objects, and 
representamens, in the terms by C. S. Peirce. This triad 
corresponds to three groups of fundamental codes: (1) intentional, 
(2) codes of object character, and (3) organizational (Somov 2006,
2007a). Sign formations of visual art works are realized due to
these three groups of fundamental natural codes and their
interrelations in cultural codes. This corresponds to a semiotic idea that
cultural codes are built over natural ones (Chandler 1994)
and, in total, form the culture (Danesi 1999).

Structures of intentional codes (1) represent the interrelations 
among intentions, representamens, and reactions (Somov 2003). 
Intentions form fundamental centers of interpretation. This 
corresponds completely to the idea of organism interpretation 
(Morris 1971) and understanding of codes as interpreting devices 
(Deacon et al. 1999: 139). Emotional meanings (danger and 
security, threat and attractiveness, tension and relaxation, anxiety 
and rest, etc.) are incarnated in intentional codes. Intentional 
codes are spread to the sphere of interrelations of communicants 
(features of aggression or compassion, indifference or interest). 
Semiotic systems of visual art involve codes of intentionality of 
different spheres of inter-relations with the natural environment, living 
beings, other people, and objects. This is why the manifestations of 
fundamental intentional codes
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are numerous in visual art (emotional characteristics of rest and dynam-
ics, abrupt rhythms, fluttering, sharp, broken, or smooth contours, warm 
and cold colors, threatening gestures, or caressing motions). In visual art, 
characteristics of codes (1) are based on structures. Symmetries and 
rhythms, topological principles, relations of temporal precedence, inter-
vals of dimensions, and numeric values — these and other structures are 
implemented in characteristics: smooth, broken, closed, sharp, or mild 
character and direction of movement of depicted objects, directions of 
movement of color configurations and lines (which can be active, straight, 
broken, or smooth), secluded contours, mirror symmetries, rhythms, and 
corresponding characteristics (ascent, descent, turnover, flight, somer-
saults, smoothness, fluidity, identation, heaviness, lightness, force, weak-
ness, sharpness, mildness, etc.). In the mechanisms of intentional codes, 
structures and characteristics of this kind mainly form a systems of 
indices.
     Structures of codes of object character (2) represent the relations be-
tween objects and representamens. They are manifested, first of all, in the 
denotation of spatial-temporal relations. In visual art, an important role in 
revealing mutual disposition and dimensions of real objects be-longs to 
the structures of dissections, directions, and proportions of de-picted 
objects and color relations: sharp or gradual transitions from dark to light 
tones, from warm to cold tints, from bright to dim colors. The structures 
of these codes are the most apparent in the construction of geometric and 
aerial perspective. Predominating structures of geometric perspective are 
those of object articulations and dimensions, intervals of transitions from 
thick lines of foreground to thinner lines of remote plans. In aerial 
perspective, these are the structures of color relations (from warm to cold, 
from contrast to nuance, from dark to light ones, etc.). Identification-
forming codes of object character also are based on struc-tures. 
Identification features rely upon structures, too: closed and open ones, 
numeric reiterations, symmetries, linear and point ones, and dimen-sional 
interrelations (Bongard 1967; Shekhter 1967; Rosenfeld 1969). In 
particular, visual recognition of a person is based on the following char-
acteristics: step rhythms, proportions of figure, head, body, and typical 
face features. Structures of identification codes make it possible to pro-
duce allusions to some objects. I have previously tried to demonstrate that 
this is the basis of fine connotations (Somov 2005, 2006). The struc-tures 
of codes of this type mainly form icons (typical objects of reality, sign 
objects of life and culture).

    Structures of organizational codes (3) promote mutual interrelations of 
different signs. Structures of these codes appear in the feeling of rhythm 
(e.g., in case of walking, running, s port game), in the sensation of pulses
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and rhythms of any perceived objects. Due to the structures of these codes, 
sign formations are organized in mutual interrelations. This is apparent in 
visual art works. Different relations of representamens are or-ganized: 
allocation of elements, dimension proportions, relations of color, 
configurations, textures, etc. (Somov 2007b). All elemental relations in vi-
sual art are structurally organized (Somov 1975). Structures of codes (3)
‘aspire to become’ structures and characteristics of codes (1) and (2). As a 
result, the levels of signs and semantic systems are organized.
    Organizing structures of codes (3) are significant for the creation of 

symbols. These structures are preserved when relations and elements are 
changed. This corresponds to the idea of mutual replacement and mutual 
reversibility of symbol systems (Martynov 1966: 142). This is why the 
structures of codes (3) form, in Peirce’s terms, the basis of development of 
sign systems of symbols. Earlier, I have tried to demonstrate this role of 
organizing structures in visual art in analyzing The Holy Trinity by A. 
Rublev (Somov 2007a). The articulations, organizing this icon, form sym-
bols: heavenly world, life, earth; geometric generalization of contours, 
which is important in the organization of representamens, creates a sign 
formed in semiotic systems of culture (circle, triangle, square); contrasts of 
color, configurations, contours, active lines, and centers, being the ways of 
organization, form symbols of the Bible text.
     Due to the action of codes (1), (2), and (3), their structures become in-
terrelated. Typical objects are formed in structure interrelations: charac-
teristics, groups of relations, differences-identities, elements, sign units. In-
terrelations of these objects are described in different ways in different 
models of languages and texts. A characteristic is subordinated to a basic 
structure or forms a beam of structures (realization). For example, a line 
incarnates the main direction, a group of points incarnates the localiza-tion 
of discrete formations, symmetric secluded configurations reflect sym-
metry structures; secluded contours incarnate topological structures (e.g., 
circular ones). Groups of relations of representamens also incarnate struc-
tures. In particular, object size relations (small-larger-large-enormous) 
incarnates a structure formed by spatial-temporal interval. The golden 
section is a particular manifestation of this relation. The relations of rep-
etition represent the symmetry. Relations of colors also realize the inter-
vals of their relations, i.e., structures.
     Differences-identities relate structures, characteristics, and groups of 
re-lations in code mechanisms. Codes can be regarded as authentications. 
Differences-identities realize basic relations: interpretant – representamen 
(1), representamen – object (2), and representamen – representamen (3). 
Differences-identities are directed by a managing act (choice or decision). 
This is why the differences play a f undamental role in the regulation
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models as a whole (Ashby 1956). Occupying a central place in code mech-
anisms, differences-identities often are regarded as a nucleus of informa-
tional process. They are recognized to be language basis (Saussure 1959; 
Nöth 1998: III 2.1), the major universal of information (Ursul 1971), and 
invariants of transformations ‘reality/thinking/culture’ (Quine 1973). In more 
particular theories, differences-identities appear as facilities of action. For 
example, in the theory of architects-constructivists, they were regarded
as fundamental means of architectural composition (Somov 1986a). As 
differences-identities are based on real relations and ways of relations,
i.e., structures, the descriptions of binary semantic structures (Greimas
and Courtes 1979), semantic differentials, and binary structures of semi-otic
systems in general (Ivanov 1978; 2008) were developed. In the groups of
relations and elements, identities rely upon the structures of relation groups,
depending on the degree of their isomorphism. Identity levels appear: ab-
solute identity, analogy, similarity (identity of lines and configurations;
analogy of large and small configurations; similarity of forms, etc.).

The general idea can be expressed as following: structures form the 
foundation of the processes of informational character. And vice versa: each 
piece of information is structurally organized (Tyukhtin 1977). This fact 
presupposes the structural character of representamens. Structural or-
ganization of representamens makes it possible to actualize different signs. It 
provides the convincingness of denotations and connotations and the 
possibility of implementation of metaphors and metonymies. Structural 
transformations are incarnated in codification. Structures (1) form the ba-sis 
of indices and emotional meanings. Structures (2) form icons. In par-ticular, 
the identification proceeds due to the comparison of structures of 
representamens and stable object types (class characteristics, according to the 
theory of identification). Structures (3) organize the relations of different 
levels and promote sign actualization. Hence, it is clear that due to organizing 
structures, all characteristics and relations (heterogeneities) participate in 
codes in the compositions of visual art works. Along the
lines of codes (1), (2), and (3), the units of visual art works are formed
— integral structural formations uniting groups of relations and elements. In 
particular, the features of motion, anxiety (or statics and rest) form groups of 
elements, which are included in intentional codes. Typical identification-
promoting characteristics form groups of elements, which strengthen each 
other and facilitate identification. Common symmetries, meters, rhythms, and 
proportional systems organize groups of active ele-ments. This enhances an 
efficient reading of the general harmony of an
art work. Relation-organizing, system-structural formations can enter
into developed relations with denotations and connotations. A specta-
tor can feel hidden connotations, e .g., subordinating the perception to
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interflowing lines, feeling centers, axes, and focus points, following color 
patterns of art work.
     In general, structural character is quite important in the semiotic sys-
tem of an artwork. This is why, since the earliest antiquity, the idea of 
structure has prevailed in creative. In New Time1 this idea appeared in
a developed form in theoretical concepts and visual art works by Leonardo 
da Vinci. This is why the heritage of this great philosopher is im-
portant for a deeper understanding of structures in semiotic science.

3. Structures of sign systems in the ideas and works by Leonardo da
Vinci

The ideas of Leonardo developed the ideas from antiquity of a divine or-
der in the universe. This idea was manifested, first of all, in the principle of 
calacagatia, divine and eternal nature of universals, in the formation of 
artificial environment of humans advanced by the Pythagorean school. 
These ideas were implemented by the creators of Greek orders, authors of 
the Athens necropolis. They were developed in philosophy, in particular, in 
the doctrine of ‘eternal ideas’ — abstract universals in the philoso-phy of 
Platon and his multiple disciples. Ideas of order and structures were 
developed in the theory of architecture by Vitruvius. He treated reality like 
its creator. Hence, this or that principle of structure of architec-tural object 
appeared to him in activity, i.e., a definite sequence of actions (Vitruvius 
2004; Zöllner 1991). This combination of an activity approach and the idea 
of structurality was inherited by L. B. Alberti. In each act
of form generation, he saw a mechanism called partitioning (distinguish-
ing) (Alberti 1935). In this mechanism, the choice of structures proceeds 
(choice of basic spaces, their number and dimensional relations, setting the 
number of floors, choice of allocation and size of walls, columns, 
apertures, etc.). This partitioning by Alberti can be regarded as a choice of 
this or that structure in a definite relation. In the case of this approach, the 
sequence of architectural form generation can be described in modern 
terms as a sequence of different structure formations (Somov 1990). The 
idea of Alberti was similar to the theory of proportions by the mathema-
tician L. Pacioli. He regarded any activity as the organization of relations 
corresponding to a definite principle — proportion. What Pacioli called 
proportion can be examined as a group of structures: definite intervals of 
space and time. Hence, the evolution of ideas of order, proportions, geo-
metrical universals, and numeric values in human thinking had a compli-
cated evolution: from the Pythagoreans to Vitruvius and then to Alberti and 
Pacioli. The most complete representation of these ideas was the 
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concept of visual art advanced and implemented in works by Leonardo da 
Vinci. Leonardo revered Alberti and was deeply inspired by the ideas of 
his friend Luca Pacioli (Wallace et al. 1975). Much of what Leonardo 
searched for in the domain of visual art was the manifestation of a certain 
general structure concept. His notes represent only a verbal fragment of 
thinking. The thoughts of Leonardo belonged mainly to the non-verbal 
world of invention, architectural forming, and visual art. So, it is rea-
sonable to examine this concept comparing statements and art works by 
Leonardo.
     Leonardo spread the idea of structural organization of relations in the 
manner of Alberti and Pacioli to the sphere of visual art: perception, cog-
nition, and visual communication. In many respects, his visual art con-
tinued scientific cognition of the world. In particular, Leonardo saw large 
potentialities in a direct observation of regularities in natural objects and 
discovering internal structures of things through their external features. 
We know these Leonardo’s ideas were not understood by Florentine phi-
losophers (Wallace et al. 1975). These philosophers followed Platon’s idea 
of the world of universals, which is inaccessible for a direct observation 
(Wallace et al. 1975). The possibility of visual cognition of the world 
hardly can be accepted by modern cognition theories. The understanding 
of energies, forces, fluxes, and particles is known to be attained in con-
ceptual thinking and modeling in conditional semiotic systems, including 
mathematical languages. This is why the vision of general regularities in 
visual perception often appear as a naive realism. However, Leonardo’s 
observations and discoveries support the possibility of a direct visual cog-
nition of the world. In particular, these are his depicted structures of water 
fluxes: lines corresponding to hydrodynamic turbulences (figure 1). The 
picture of water turbulence is known to represent a precise model of 
hydrodynamic flow discovered later (Wallace et al. 1975; Witcombe 
2007). Leonardo discovered them by means of direct observation, by gen-
eralizing imperceptible movements in structurally organized denotations.
     The character of Leonardo’s drawings reflects a cognitive element. His 
drawings represent some generalized models. A developed talent for see-
ing the general and the abstract in the object of environment led to a spe-
cific way of representation. Structures of a real world become the major 
denotation in many Leonardo’s pictures. In his drawings, denoted objects 
are generalized. Geometrically regular lines generate accurate and 
regularity-conformable geometric forms. They become an organizing ba-
sis. The contours are complemented by strokes reinforcing the denotation 
of geometric form (according to the strength of tone and direction of 
stroke lines). This is why Leonardo’s drawings are so convincing. Deno-

tations are organized, first of all, i n correspondence with the codes of 
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Figure 1. Leonardo, ‘Studies of water’ (1508–1509, pen and ink on paper, Royal Library,
Windsor) 
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object character (Somov 2006). Their structures and interrelations have 
different importance in real perception. In particular, the perception of 
geometric forms and allocation of objects is more fundamental than that of 
form surfaces. This is why the structures, interrelations, and elements 
denoting basic directions of motion and form-governing geometric uni-
versals were most significant for Leonardo in different images. As these 
structures of denotative character are the most substantial, they simulta-
neously are the basis of realization of intentional codes; directions and ge-
ometrical features of forms become organizing and emotional elements. 
When drawing people, he creates geometrical generalizations of body mo-
tions, impulses, energies, and muscular efforts — indices. Hence, these 
de-notative forms became the sources of emotive meanings and the 
foundation of metonymies.
     In different tasks and means, Leonardo selected definite interrelations 
and principles of their organization, i.e., structures. His opinions (con-
cerning aerial perspective, depiction of people, their poses, gestures, and 
clothes, and landscape painting) represent the specification of theoretical 
ideas of integrate principles of organization of visual information. In par-
ticular, when regarding similarities, he used the example of mutual reflec-
tions of mirrors, when objects and their parts change the size, correspond-
ing to the distance of reflection. But most important is that they preserve 
identity (invariant character) (Leonardo ‘Codex Atlanticus’: 2 138; Leo-
nardo 1999: 74). Thus, the model of the world appeared, where its infinity 
contained an infinite number of mirrors, one being smaller than and in-
side the other (Leonardo ‘Codex Atlanticus’: 138; Leonardo 1999: 74). 
According to Leonardo, each object has its own identical images; these 
images are reflected in visual perception and memorization. This idea cor-
responds to the models of invariant character of structures.
     The central nucleus of structures of sign systems of difference-identity 
was the key point of Leonardo’s ideas of visual art. He regarded differ-
ences as the most important artistic facilities: the neighborhood of the ugly 
and beautiful, large and small, old and young, strong and weak. He aimed 
at diversifying the samples on this basis (Leonardo ‘Treatise on Painting’: 
3 187 by Leonardo 1999: 167). This corresponds to modern ideas treating 
differences and diversity as a fundament of information production. The 
means of modeling of object forms, by Leonardo, clearly represent the 
interrelations of differences and identities as the basis of production of 
visual information. This phenomenon was especially developed in the 
denotations and signs of visual level. The treatment of light and shade was 
important for Leonardo. He paid attention to the efficiency of active 
fragmentation of forms of depicted objects by shadows, especially to the 
demonstration of parts  of human body. He pointed to 
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an efficient principle: a dark part of the body should border a light back-
ground, and vice versa (Leonardo ‘Treatise on Painting’: 759 by Leo-
nardo 1999: 96). According to Leonardo, the shadows on the surface of 
human body should have tortuous outlines, in accordance with the diver-
sity of shadow-giving body parts and objects, to which the shadows are 
projected (Leonardo ‘Treatise on Painting’: 760 by Leonardo 1999: 96).
     Earlier, I have tried to demonstrate the differences among denotative, 
connotative, and organizing forms in visual art (Somov 2007a). Various 
theoretical statements by Leonardo demonstrate that for him the most 
significant denotations are those promoting cognition. At the same time, 
like in any other fine art, denotations, connotations, and organizing ele-
ments are integrated in a complex way in the works by Leonardo. A typ-
ical feature of this integration in his creative work is the fact that denota-
tions are already organized at the level of denoted objects and that the 
character of denotations themselves is such that they represent signs with 
different but quite definite meanings. A specific phenomenon appears: 
metonymies (meanings of energy, motion, and life pulsation) seem to be 
built over the denotations of physical world. This appears through the 
features of internal tension of forms, interlacing of bodies, dynamics of 
various movements, and contraposition of depicted objects by different 
characteristic. These features are apparent in the richest and most dy-
namic works by Leonardo. Powerful dynamics and internal tension of 
forms is illustrated by his painting St. Jerome in the Wilderness (figure 2). 
The most complicated sign facilities, which strengthen tension, dynam-
ics, and struggle, can be examined when looking at The Battle of Anghiari 
(figure 3). The composition is based on spiroid forms of bent human and 
horse figures. These forms are incarnated in contours, axes, and motion 
directions of bent forms. A specific spiroid form repeats. It resembles 
twisted water streams and air-blasts studies by Leonardo. Spiroid dy-
namic forms of this kind can be seen in sculptural compositions by Mi-
chelangelo, while their developed sequels are present in architectural and 
sculptural works of baroque time. The most outstanding development of 
this approach was given in the works by Rubens who copied The Battle of 
Anghiari. In his different works, Rubens repeated typical features of 
structural organization of this painting. In particular, he drew human fig-
ures as spirally bowed, assigning them dynamics in this way. A specific 
structurality of dynamic forms was developed later in the works by Dela-
croix. For Leonardo, the dynamics of represented objects, which pro-
duces emotional tension, was the way of including an artwork into emo-
tional codes. This was understood properly by his followers.

     Generally, artworks demand structural organization in the course of in-
tentional codes. This is the basis for  the formation of emotional meanings.
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Figure 2. Leonardo, ‘St. Jerome in the Wilderness’ (1480–82, tempera and oil on panel, 
103 75 cm, Vaticano, Pinacoteca Apostolica Vaticano, Rome, unfinished painting). The 
composition of the painting has a dynamic construction.
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Figure 3. Peter Paul Rubens’s copy of ‘Struggle around the Standard’ from ‘The Battle of 
Anghiari’ by Leonardo (1550–1603, black chalk and ink heightened with lead white, over- 
painted with watercolour, Louvre, Paris, France).

This is why Leonardo pointed to the subordination of an artwork to a 
definite emotional mood as to one of the principles of visual art (Leo-
nardo ‘Treatise on Painting’: 286, 384, and 385; Leonardo 1999: 129,
130). This attitude was spread to denotations and connotations: poses, gestures, 
and motions of people, clothes, and color combinations.
     Interrelations between  denotations and  connotations  need the struc-
tures of codes (1) and (2) to be interrelated. First of all, this is manifested
in the interrelations of movements, poses, gestures, mimicry, and expres-
sion of human intentions and emotions. This is why Leonardo paid much 
attention to human interrelations, their sign representation within systems
of indices, and representation of these indices in the features of geometric 
character,  color peculiarities,  and contrast  combinations of various char-
Acteristics  in human  image. These  problems were related with the methods of 
people coding in Leonardo’s  notes:   typical  forms of nose, eyes,
ears, and other  face elements with typical features. This approach is a threshold 
of contemporary models of people identification.

     The whole diversity of sign reality of visual art was represented in a 
systematized  way  in Leonardo’s c oncept. Different  icons, indices, and 
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symbols; denotative, connotative, and organizing forms; types of denota-
tions; sign meanings of denotations — all this and other aspects of semi-
otic systemity of visual art works were related by an integrated principle in 
this concept. Its most appropriate determination is the term ‘principle of 
structurality.’ Everything was linked by structures and structure-based 
differences-identities along all lines of an ‘interrelation net.’ Integrated 
structures, differences-identities, and identification characteristics essen-
tially  were in the  center of Leonardo’s  theoretical  ideas of visual art. 
These ideas were manifested in very different works of the great painter 
and were materialized in different ways. A well-known masterpiece of vi-
sual art Lady with an Ermine (figure 4) is an artwork with multiple and 
fine manifestations of structures, differences-identities, organizing fea-
tures, relations of analogies of element groups organized in denotative, 
connotative, and organizing forms. I think that the analysis of this work 
will help us to demonstrate clearly the interrelations of aforementioned 
semiotic objects and especially reveal the fundamental role of structures in 
semiotic systemity of visual art works. 

4. Structures and signs of the portrait Lady with an ermine

According to the majority of art historians, this portrait was painted by 
Leonardo da Vinci, although there are the  hypotheses about   other au-
thors. In addition, there is a hypothesis postulating that the portrait was 
painted over after Leonardo and the background was darkened. The sign 
systems developed in the semiotic approach convince that this is the por-
trait by Leonardo. The majority of explorers suppose that the young mis-
tress of  the Duke of Milan,  Cecilia Gallerani, is represented. According to 
other versions,  other  favorites of the Duke could have been depicted. 
Having in mind these versions, in any  case, I shall  follow  the tradition 
and call the painted lady Cecilia. Some vagueness in the history of the 
portrait does not prevent us from seeing its context.
     The verbal systemity of the context of the picture is the Duchy of Milan, 
the court of L. Sforza, the Duke himself, and the influential favorite. The 
Duchy was  quite  powerful.  Its  court was one  of  the  most luxurious in 
Europe, with shining beautiful women, treasures, astrologists, and poets, 
with splendid celebrations, costumes, and fireworks invented by Leo-nardo 
himself (Wallace et al. 1975). The Duke was famous for his tena-cious and 
cruel character and was thus nicknamed Lodovico il Moro. A great 
importance of the painted beautiful lady objectively relates the por-trait 
with the duchy, denotes the Duchy of Milan and its court, and sym-bolizes 
the polish of this court and tenacity of the Duke’s power. There is
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Figure 4. Leonardo, ‘Lady with an Ermine’ (1483–1490, oil on wood, 53.4 39.3 cm, Czar-
toryski Museum, Krakow) 
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the interrelation between the sign system of the portrait and this context. 
The image of the animal is a sign of this interrelation. The ermine was the 
symbol of Duchy of Milan. In connection with this, the sign system of the 
interrelation between the lady and the small animal is the basis of visual 
sign system of the portrait.
     The visual sign system of the portrait relays upon the analogy of the 
lady and the small animal. This analogy is visible in the similarity of their 
figures, poses, gestures, parts of body, motions, and character of pattern of 
both figures. The analogy between the lady and the carnivore beast helps 
to feel the affity of their tempers.
     The lady denotes the Duchy, the luxurity and refined aristocraticism of 
its court. According to some explorers, the representation of the small 
beast in the hands of the Duke’s favorite, with a patronizing movement of 
the lady’s hand, denotes her supervision over the Duke (Wallace et al. 
1975; Zöllner 1991). There is another possible meaning to this gesture. 
There is the portrait of L. Sforza kicking an ermine. This denotes his atti-
tude to people (Wallace et al. 1975). So, the caressing gesture makes a hint 
about a fine and capable guidance not only of the Duke, but also of his 
folk; this tells about a mild and delicate manner of treating subjects.
     The organization of denotations is the foundation of the sign systems in 
the work. The interrelations of figures, heads, and part of bodies of Ceci-
lia and the small beast reinforce their semantic interrelation.
     The systemity of basic denotations is activated. The treatment of light 
and shade reveals the forms and their spatial allocation. This becomes ob-
vious when emphasizing the most important denotations of the portrait: the 
lady’s head, the beast’s head, and the holding hand. The contours of 
woman’s head visually are continued by an active line of clothes, beast’s 
snout, and S-shaped contour of its body; the contours of the hand flow into 
a bent line of the hand (figure 5). The group of similar elements is formed, 
including elongated and directed configurations with S-shaped extensions. 
This equity forms a systemity of major denotations and makes it possible 
to perceive them as integral. The interrelation between the head and hand 
movement of the woman depicted and beast’s figure and snout creates a 
metaphor.
     A significant symbolic role of the ermine and its analogy with the lady 
demanded a structural organization of denotation representamens. It was 
necessary to depict the beast as proportionate to lady’s figure and head and 
approach his snout to her face. In connection with this, instead of a small 
ermine, the artist depicted a rarer animal — a white polecat. This is the 
deviation from the symbol of the Duchy. However, due to the propor-
tionality, visual and semantic analogies between Cecilia and the beast are 
produced.  This  metaphor  is  deve loped  in  the structural organization of 
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Figure 5. ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Representamens of main denotations of the portrait are in-
terrelated by a common structure. This contributes to the formation of a general denotation. 
A memorable denotative form is created.
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denotations, connotations, and active signals. The uplifted lady’s head on 
a long neck resembles the stretched beast’s figure. The analogy also is im-
plemented in the form of hand and general lines of polecat’s figure. In 
general, an integer sign system is formed: straight, raised living beings 
with a look focused on some goal.
     Denotations developing as representamens form symbols. The forms of 
body parts of the beauty and beast and the elements of clothes are denoted 
by light and shadow and color relations. This corresponds to Leonardo’s 
aforementioned instructions concerning the representation of clothes and 
advising to oppose actively the parts of body to clothes. The shades 
produce a contrast between a light body and a dark color of clothes. 
Alighted parts emphasize the color contrasts of body and clothes. Where 
the forms border with each other, deep dark shades sharply sepa-rating 
these forms are painted. These shades have an indented contour. This 
systemity of light-and-shade and color produces the meaning of deep 
space.  The diversity  in  the  freaks of  relations  of light-and-shade and 
color favors the expression of motion and form vitality. The shades 
compose an integer meandering form. It resembles the body of a snake 
(figure 6). This form resembles the emblem of the Duchy of Milan, allo-
cated on castle tower, created in the reign of Visconti, Sforza’s predeces-
sor (figure 7). The emblem represents a shield with the serpent, brought 
by the ancestor of Visconti from the crusade. The serpent makes 
four large bends. The structure of major shades of the portrait corresponds 
to this image. Due to this structure, the portrait represents the Duchy
of Milan and its main castle. The laces of Cecilia’s clothes also have the 
character of bending lines, which strengthen the connotation of serpentine 
forms.
     In general, denotative forms obtain the character of connotations (en-
ergies, vital forces, and pulsations) and become organized by common 
forms and structures.
     Connotations of emotional type are based on structural organization of 
denotations: basic depicted figures, their poses, movements, and gestures. 
Leonardo paid special attention to the representation of the emotional 
status of the depicted event and its participants. According to his known 
statement, if the subject represents horror, fear, flight, sorrow, weeping 
and complaint, or enjoyment, pleasure, laughter, and other states, the souls 
of spectators should set their limbs in motions producing an impres-sion 
of their personal participation in the event represented by figures in a 
given subject (Leonardo ‘Treatise on Painting’: 188; Leonardo 1999: 
167). In our case, the representation of figure obtains an emotional mean-
ing. This is achieved by the fact that the figure is painted in turn and 
motion. The movement directed f rom the lower left part forward and
up is supported by configurations and lines: ascending, bending, spiroid, 
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Figure 6. ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organizing denotations functioning as a symbol. Basic
shades of denotative form constitute a typical pattern. This pattern is serpentine and 
resembles the emblem of the Duchy of Milan (see figure 8).
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Figure 7. The tower of the castle of the Duke of Milan with the emblem. St. George strikes
the serpent. The emblem was created by Sforza’s predecessor, Visconti. The image of serpent
has a character of horizontally elongated bends. S-shaped horizontally elongated lines are
formed. This structure is similar to the structure of shades on the portrait.
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falciform, and sail-shaped configurations (figures 8–11). Active configura-
tions are directed from the lower left part up and forward. These config-
urations and their rhythms denote splashes and ascents, and resemble sails, 
comets, or wind turbulence. There connotations are strengthened
by the structures of relations of light and shade. They join to the feeling of 
proud elevation of figures. An integer meaning of vital energy, pride, 
eminence, and enthusiasm is formed.
     Denotative, connotative, and organizing forms obtain different meanings 
in the artwork. Denotations mainly promote the representation of statics and 
certitude. Connotations mostly enhance the meanings of dynamics, 
changeability, and emotion splashes. On this foundation, the interpretants of 
context are linked in a general meaning: power, rapacity, and vig-ilance of 
the Duchy of Milan, refinement and luxury of its court, and secret 
stratagems of court life.
     Representamens of denotations create developed system-structural for-
mations. Basic denotations (Cecilia’s head, the head and body of the small 
beast, and the holding hand) are represented in three-dimensional forms and 
their configurations. These forms are identical (Zöllner 1991). The basic 
organizing configuration visually highlights the face. This con-figuration 
has prominent contours in its broad part and concave ones in a narrower 
part. These configurations become visible when slightly general-izing the 
contours of the beauty’s face, beast’s snout, and hand, joining them with the 
help of cloth pattern (figure 12). The axes of configuration directions are 
focused in one point. An integer structural formation is produced. The axis 
crossing Cecilia’s and the beast’s eyes and the point of hand end is 
perpendicular to the axis of the hand (figure 13). Lines
and configurations organizing basic denotations are formed by the bound-
aries of their configurations (figure 14). Triangle constructions of Cecilia’s 
and the beast’s heads are formed. They are likened to a triangle construc-
tion in the lower part of the portrait. The lines of these elements consti-tute 
an integer system-structural formation.
     The representamens of the major denotations are organized by general 
lines and points (figures 15–18). Active lines flow into each other and are 
organized in common points (figure 15). Configurations of elements, par-
titioning the picture along the boundaries of connotative elements, con-
stitute a specific group. They are united in the point of intersection of 
fragments of different colors (figure 16). Active signals are united by lines 
in common points (figure 17). Lines and points are subordinated to the 
structure of inclined lines (figure 18).

     Active signals (configurations, contours, and lines) are organized into 
system-structural formations of a connotative character. In particular, small 
animal’s pad is strengthene d by the analogy with the configuration
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Figure 8. ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organizing connotations of emotional character. The con-
figurations of shades form ascents, denote ascending fluxes and energy motions.
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Figure 9. ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organizing connotations of emotional character. Falciform
configurations and their active contours resemble comet trajectories.
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Figure 10. ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organizing connotations of emotional character. Config-
urations of lines and color masses and their characteristics denote ascents and splashes; con-
tours resemble sails. These features enhance the impression of motion and impulse.
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Figure 11.      ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ The organization of connotations of emotional character.
Configurations of typical lines and contours. These characteristics denote motion and enhance
the feeling of ascent.
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Figure 12.  ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Representamens of denotations. System-structural forma-
tions. Axes of denotation representamens. The convergence of axes in one focus point organizes
the representamens of denotations, linking them into a general structure. This provides the for-
mation of a general semantic system of given denotations.
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Figure 13. ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Representamens of denotations are organized in system-
structural formations. Axes interrelate the representamens of important denotations. The con-
tours  of  denotations  are  situated  on  the axes  intersecting at right angles. The structure is
formed. Due to this structure, a small pad with claws digging into clothes becomes significant.
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Figure 14.        ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Representamens of denotations are organized in system-
structural formations. Triangle outlines circumscribe denotation contours. The representamens
of two key denotations of lady’s face and animal head are inscribed into triangle contours. Tri-
angles are developed in a large configuration organizing the elements of the lower part of the
portrait.
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Figure 15.     ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Representamens of denotations are organized in system-
structural formations. The lines are organized by a general structure; they meet in one point.
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Figure 16.      ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Representamens of denotations are organized by the sys-
temity of configurations. The configurations are formed among major lines represented by dark
shades and boundaries between  light and dark areas. These configurations have a general prin-
ciple of organization, i.e., common structure. They represent the configurations, which are oval
on one edge and sharpened on the other. Six of them meet in one point.
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Figure 17.   ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Representamens of denotations are organized in system-
structural formations of active lines. The lines are organized by a general structure; they all
intersect in one point.
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Figure 18.   ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Representamens of denotations are organized in system-
structural formations. Lines of contours are subordinated to diagonal structures.
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of Cecilia’s shoulder and hand (figure 19). This assigns some importance 
to a small pad with a claw sunk into clothes. The beast denotes the Duchy 
and his claw symbolizes a tenacious power. The repetition of features 
strengthens the meanings. This is why unpleasant contours of small claws 
are repeated across the whole visual field (figure 20). Their sharp tips 
finish in active points. The connotation of claws is complemented by the 
analogy of configurations of contours of the animal and Cecilia. In the 
picture of shoulder folds, the configuration similar to a small lifted pad 
can be seen. Both of these configurations are expressed by light color 
(figure 21).
     Numeric structures are organizing ones in visual art works (Somov 
2007a). In this case, an organizing numeric structure carries some mean-
ing. A small grasping pad with four claws forms a unified quatro-structure 
of the image. This structure is materialized in basic denotations. In 
particular, the denotations demonstrated earlier in figures 12 and 13 form 
the groups of four elements: four eyes, four parts of the polecat’s body 
(head, body, and two pads), four light spots in the lower part 
(hand, body, and head of the animal, and red-and-white configuration of 
clothes), four light fields on Cecilia’s neck and breast, and four large light 
flesh-colored configurations, including lady’s head, neck, and breast, light 
group of elements of hand and animal, and red-and-white configuration of 
clothes. In addition, four zones of composition are formed: (1) Ceci-lia’s 
head, (2) lower part of the image, (3) dark background in the left part, and 
(4) the background in the right part. The image of lady’s 
head and face also is based on quatro-structures. Four elements outcrop 
actively on the face: eyes, lower part of the nose, and lips. Cecilia’s head 
(the light part, the face) is divided into four parts. The four-part groups 
appear to be formed according to various differential characteristics and at 
different levels of composition (signals, representamens of denotations, 
denotations, signs, and sems). The materialization of quatro-structure 
(polecat’s pad with four spread claws actively marked by the back-
ground) forms an active sign.
     The binary structure complements the quatro-structure. Two eyes of 
Cecilia and two eyes of the animal continued by the line of nose are de-
veloped in other active elements. This is why two fingers (forefinger and 
middle finger) and two strong shades under them are marked out on the 
hand, as well as two light configurations: the hand and the body of the 
animal, two arrow-shaped configurations of cloth folds in the right part.
     The configurations of rapacious eyes are visually and semantically sim-
ilar to the signs of claws (figure 22). The sharpened contour of Cecilia’s 
eyes is analogous to the  configuration of  claws. The  configurations of 
eyes-claws  seem  to  point  at  an  i mportant  object.  This  produces  the
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Figure 19.  ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ The organization of signals contributes to the formation
of connotations. The analogy of animal pad is created in the lines of contour of the lady’s fig-
ure. This analogy underlines the significance of this pad and its claws.
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Figure 20. ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Sharp contours of small snouts form a unified characteris-
tic of sharp claws and eyes.
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Figure 21.      ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Configurations, which are analogous to the figure of the
animal with a pending pad. Color and light-and-shade pattern of the shoulder strengthens the
analogy.
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Figure 22.     ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Eyes-claws. Configurations are formed by lines and
points.
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impression of a sharp penetrating look. Together with figure motions, the 
meaning of purposefulness, vigilance, and tenacity, which was intrinsic to 
the authorities of Milan, is formed. The configurations resembling climb-
ing claws appear (figures 23 and 24). In this system, the sharp nod of 
clothes on the shoulder is important. It brings together the dynamic forms 
of clothes and becomes a focus point of sharpened configurations (figure 
25). This point is materialized actively by color and represents a beam of 
differential characteristics. It is here where dark and light bluish green 
and red cloth folds meet. Therefore, this nod is important as both an or-
ganizing signal and an element in the sign system of eyes and claws.
     Configurations resembling claws and eyes also are developed in the 
shades of cloth folds (figure 26). The characteristics of active configura-
tions (arrow-, claw-, and eye-shaped) are built in organizing configura-
tions  and  contours  and  many times reinforced by identities. This pro-
motes the identification of these characteristics in visual perception. In 
general, the systemities of characteristics and configurations represented 
in figures 19–26 enhance the formation of visual meanings. Claw-shaped 
contours produce the feeling of tenacity. Arrow-shaped configurations 
similar to eyes produce the feeling of tension and piercing look. The fea-
tures of ascents and splashes develop the meaning of spiritual ascent.
     Signals are organized structurally in visual art works (Somov 1975, 
2005). Configurations, lines, and points obtain the character of system-
structural formations (figures 27–30). In particular, the elements of dis-
section and internal field of configurations, marked in figure 28, form a 
systemity. The configurations partitioned by dark lines are referred to as 
active signals (figure 29). Black lines form their own systemity. A thin 
black line of fillet is continued below in the picture of beads. The beads 
form the line of black circles, which is thicker than the fillet line. Devel-
oping a linear character of the image, they make a contrast with the fillet 
line. A broad black stripe of dress encounters the breast and neck. The 
artist did not continue this broad black stripe in the clothes on the right 
side. There, it would have cut the integer configuration of alight shoulder. 
He used this stripe as an active frame of breast, neck, and head, organiz-
ing  them into  an integer  light configuration. A pronounced contrast of 
black lines was created. The broad stripe is opposed to the thin fillet and 
small circles of beads. The broad stripe is linked with the thin fillet by 
even thinner black lines under the stripe. In general, the system of differ-
ences and identities of black lines is formed composing a general orna-
ment. There is a structural transition from broad dispersed and secluded 
black ornaments of the lower part to black strips of the upper part of the 
portrait. They represent sign forms. This is illustrated by large configura-

tions partitioned by diagonal lines  (figures 31 and 32). This line pulses
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Figure 23.  ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Partitioning of configurations of eyes-claws. Eye-shaped
configuration is partitioned by a complicated pupil-like ornament.
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Figure 24.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Claw-like configurations as organizing elements.



 

generating an ascending rhythm. Like the configurations represented in
figures 8–11, this denotes motion and ascent. Each of the parts detached
by the line represents a perfect dynamic form. The contour of the lady’s
head and shoulder, the point of line focus on the edge of the image, and
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Figure 25.   ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Claw-like configurations forming dark elements.
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Figure 26.     ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organizing shades resembling small claws.
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Figure 27.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Configurations formed by dark lines are organized into an
integer systemity.  1, 2, 3, 4 —  centers  of  convergence of lines of active configurations. These
configurations strengthen visual analogy of main elements to the snout of small beast.
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Figure 28.     ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Light flesh-colored configurations as organized in a
systemity.
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Figure 29.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organization of signals. Groups of analogous elements.
Dark lines and points partitioning major light configurations.
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Figure 30.     ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organization of signals. Configurations of light colors are
organized in a general pattern.
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Figure 31.   ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organization of signals.
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Figure 32.     ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Upper configuration of dynamic motion.
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some other elements form the system of triangles (figure 33). This assigns 
an even more organized character to the image.
     Earlier, when analyzing visual art works, I have tried to demonstrate 
that the signs with basic importance and meaning demand the develop-
ment of visual elements and form systemities (Somov 1986b, 1990). In 
connection with this, the representamens of the head, face, eyes, and hand 
of a person in a portrait are supported by the configurations and lines of 
larger elements of composition. The oval of the lady’s face (like any other 
significant denotation of visual art) demanded a certain development, a 
creation of a larger analogous configuration. This was achieved by the 
image of a large oval in the contours of figure (figure 34). In this large 
oval, one can notice the features of a face with descending locks. An 
additional connotation is created. This analogy produces an extra, more 
obscure connotation (figure 35).
     In general,  when  analyzing  configurations, lines, and points of the 
painting, the role of structures and characteristics participating in the or-
ganization and mechanisms of identification seems to become more evi-
dent. These characteristics are very diverse. They are topological: open or 
close, convex or concave, symmetrical or asymmetrical; characteristics of 
contours: straight or curvilinear, broken or smooth, sharp- or obtuse-
angled,  bends or  breaks;  those of internal partitionings: partitioned by 
lines or forming convergences (figure 35). These characteristics are the 
manifestations of structures. On the basis of each characteristic, certain 
relations emerge. The relations produced on one basis can be identical, 
while those produced on the other basis can be different. From the view-
point of image saturation with structures, each image represents a series 
of tests. When analyzed, the masterpiece can be regarded as a kind of 
combination of many IQ tests by Eysenck. The structures of repeating S-
shaped lines, ascents, and splashes link the characteristics providing the 
integrity of emotive meanings. The structures of denotative forms (axes 
and centers) interrelate denotations and its representamens.
     The   analysis of   the portrait   demonstrates that the structures are 
strengthened in characteristics and, in their turn, strengthen the character-
istics. In the process of integration of differential characteristics, the inte-
gration of representamens and formation of sign integrities proceed (So-
mov 2001).
     Lines usually are organized as independent signals in visual art works. 
In this portrait, the lines form a specific system-structural formation, 
which possesses its own dynamics. The motion starts from the left lower 
part, which supports the general construction of ascents represented in 
figures 10, 11, 31, and 32. S-shaped lines form a unified ornament (figure 
36). Due to the analogy, smaller a nd less active S-shaped lines (2, 4–7)
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Figure 33.   ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Boundaries of configurations of triangle type. Basic
configurations.
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Figure 34.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organization of signals. Groups of analogous elements.
The configuration of the face is developed in a large configuration of the lower part.
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Figure 35.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organization of signals. Groups of analogous elements.
Points are formed on line forks. Line beams organized the image by an integer structure.



Figure 36.     ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organization of signals. Groups of analogous elements. S-
shaped lines. System-structural formations. Large S-shaped lines (1, 3, 3–4, 7) are supple-
mented by smaller lines (2, 5, 2–5, 6, 8).
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contribute to the activation of the major line (1). The number of linear 
elements and other groups of elements equals seven, which corresponds to 
the regularity of 7 + 2 (Miller 1956). In the group of lines, there is a 
systemity, which relates the major S-shaped line with other lines of the 
portrait. Two main nods of intersection of active lines with the S-shaped 
one are organized; they are placed under Cecilia’s chin and on the animal 
snout. These centers increase the activity of representamens of basic deno-
tations: the beauty’s face and animal snout. The lines forming these points 
approach to the major S-shaped line. This principle controls active contours 
and the lines of the clothes, as well as the less definite borders of light and 
shade and boundaries of forms dissolving into light and shade. In general, 
the system-structural formation of active lines, their inter-flows, and 
interrelations is produced, which complements the systemity of contours 
represented earlier in figure 15. The forms of denotations and their 
perception in many respects are subordinated to this systemity.
     Organizing straight lines also forms element-organizing structures (fig-
ures 37 and 38).
     Interrelations between major denotations and image field. Like in other 
masterpieces of visual art, these are, first of all, interrelations of the pro-
portions of the configurations of basic denotative elements and the rect-
angle of the image (figures 39 and 40). Earlier, I have tried to demonstrate 
that the dimensions and allocation of the most important depicted objects 
are interrelated with the rectangle of the whole composition (Somov 2005, 
2006, 2007a). Cecilia’s head is inscribed in a rectangle. This rectangle is 
geometrically similar to the general one and those formed between the axis 
of head and left edge of the portrait (figure 40).
     The regularities of proportions of Cecilia’s face and polecat’s head can 
be revealed (figure 41). These internal partitionings with an active pattern 
form the finest and most active ornaments in the center of the portrait. In 
general, an integer system-structural combination of dimensional relations 
is formed. Generally, the structures of dimensional relations identify the 
most significant elements (Cecilia’s face and head and parts of the an-imal 
body), both mutually and with the main signal — the general field of the 
image.
     Signals and connotations form integer system-structural formations. 
The pattern of Cecilia’s face is developed in the pattern of the lower part of 
the  figure, which  makes  it  possible  to  organize  all the light elements of 
the portrait. In  this case, the  connotative  function also is fulfilled. Basic 
contours of light and shade and active lines make it possible to see a large 
face with overhanging elements of fool’s cap on the right side (figure 42). 
This merry grinning mask resembles a mummer. The lines of this conno-

tation are clearly  materialized  by t he  boundaries of  light and shade and
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Figure 37.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organization of the image field on the basis of symmetry.
The axis of symmetry separates basic elements of the right part.
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Figure 38.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organizing elements on the basis of symmetry of the axis.
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Figure 39.     ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Interrelations of denotations and the image field. Basic
proportions.
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Figure 40.   ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Interrelations of denotations and the image field. Propor-
tions of elements.
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Figure 41.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Structure of dimensional relations. An aristocratic pattern
of rectangles is formed, with inscribed major icons.
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Figure 42.     ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organizing configurations obtain the character of conno-
tation; the pattern resembles a head.
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Figure 43.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organizing connotation of the head.
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Figure 44.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Connotation: an upturned face.

differences between light and dark elements. In addition, the connotations 
of a serious and frightful face, similar to Cecilia’s face, can be seen (figure 
43), as well as smiling women’s faces (figures 44 and 45). These faces look 
as  if  they were  copied  from  the   pictures  by  Picasso. They  produce  an
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Figure 45.     ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Connotation: an upturned face.

impression of refined smiles. The atmosphere of celebration and refined 
aristocraticism  is supported by  the  pattern  of  the whole lower part of 
the image (figure 46). By its complexity,  this ornament  equilibrates the 
head and face of Cecilia (in rotary s ymmetry). This assigns them a 
special
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Figure 46.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ Organizing configurations form a connotation.
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Figure 47.    ‘Lady with an Ermine.’ The configuration of the lower part of the portrait resem-
bles a woman lying head-on to a spectator.



1. New Time is the period since the epoch of the Renaissance in Europe and before our time.

2. Leonardo’s ‘Codex Atlanticus’ (1480–1518, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan, Italy).

3. Leonardo’s ‘Treatise on painting’ in ‘Codex Vaticanus Urb. Lat. 1270’ (Biblioteca

Apostolica Vaticana, Rim, Italy).
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importance. Freely painted black lines of sleeves are contrasted to the 
lines of the upper part. They form exquisite ornaments. In these orna-
ments, an upturned head of a fervent woman with flowing hear appears, 
reminding of a nuptial bed (figure 47). This seems to be the main conno-
tation of the portrait, because the liaison is its main context.
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